
SWALLOWCLIFFE - ANSTEY - PILLOW MOUNDS
4m. Park with permission at Royal Oak,  ST 965 271.

Leave pub, turn left and left again. At ST 965 270 take path right ascending to a wood at ST 9636 2690. 
Continue through on same line and reach view point above Anstey at ST 9575 2650. The main path 
(right) drops steeply to Anstey but one can continue on a more gentle path to reach the road. Rejoin at ST 
9567 2647. Admire pool and church then go N then immediately left to walk NW. After ½ mile meet road 
junction on right at ST 9536 2655. Continue on road and, after a sharp bend, take path right at ST 9513 
2650. Walk NW (the more northern of the two paths) to reach a wood at  ST 9490 2660 (12 acre copse).

Go NW to a path junction at ST 9473 2671, then continue NW, N and WNW to a road at ST 9415 2715. 
Go north on the road for a few metres and take the field path right to parallel the wood at first for ~250m, 
then go NE to enter another wood (Pheasant's copse) at ST 9454 2723. Continue NE, pass an area marked 
as 'Pillow mounds' and reach a junction at ST 9513 2782. Continue ENE to the road at ST 9537 2780.

Continue right to road junction, turn left and take path right at ST 9550 2782. Walk E for 200m, then take 
path NE at ST 9568 2782. At ST 9593 2803, turn right to walk SSE and skirt the edge of a wood to reach 
the end of the wood at ST 963 276. Continue SE to another area of woodland at ST 9643 2730. Continue 
S then SE to a bridleway junction at ST 9658 2730 then S to the road in Swallowcliffe. Walk right along 
the road to the PH.
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